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 MATERIALS  APPLICATION FIELDS

INSTRUCTION

PACKAGING COVERAGE

Approximate coverage: 1 lt x 6 - 10 m2
Depending on the surface to be treated

CHARACTERISTICS

 

WARNINGS

XSTONE a brand of ITALIAN XS SRL - MADE IN ITALY

info@xstone.it   www.xstone.it  +39 0861 650578    

 TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

SHAKE BEFORE USING
Ready to use product. On clean and dry surfaces apply T3.31H 
spread it uniformly with a brush making cross coats or spraying 
it with nebulizer. Depending on the absorbment of the surface 
apply the second coat just after the first.

Anti-stain without solvent for rough surfaces
T3.31H

Apply at an ambient temperature between 10°C - 20°C. Keep out of reach of children.  Do not disperse into the environment. Before use, consult the safety data sheet and label, in

which risks and safety are highlighted for the correct use of personal protective equipment. All information contained in this page is based on information we believe to be reliable; 

however, not knowing the conditions of the materials treated and the way you use the product, ITALIAN XS declines all responsibility about The suitability of the material for each 

particular application. Store the product in the original containers and hermetically closed. Store the product at a temperature between 5° C - 20° C. If stored as indicated above, 

the product has a shelf life of 12 months. It is advisable to carry out preventive tests on small areas as our responsibility is limited at the cost of the product. No liability for damage 

caused by negligence or misuse of the product.

 

 Box of 16 Pcs of 1   Lt/Kg 

It does not change the colour of the surface

Floorings

Water based

It gives the surface a natural effect

 Excellent water-repellent

 Suitable for all rough, sandblasted, split, bushhammered 
 surfaces

It protects against staining substances such as oil,
coffee, greases, wine, ect... 

It leaves no residue on the surface

 It does not turn yellow over time 
 Attenction: it does not protect against acid substances 

Stairs
Coverings
Kitchen Countertops

 Natural stone

 Easy to apply

 Impregnating with complete absorption

 Box of  8 Pcs of 2  Lts/Kgs 
 Box of  4 Pcs of 5  Lts/Kgs 

Bathroom Countertops
Tables
Window sills

 Box of 20 Pcs of 0,5  Lt/Kg 

 Tank of 25  Lts/Kgs 


